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A BSTRACT
Zeroth-order (ZO) method has been shown to be a powerful method for solving
the optimization problem where explicit expression of the gradients is difficult
or infeasible to obtain. Recently, due to the practical value of the constrained
problems, a lot of ZO Frank-Wolfe or projected ZO methods have been proposed.
However, in many applications, we may have a very large number of nonconvex
white/black-box constraints, which makes the existing zeroth-order methods extremely inefficient (or even not working) since they need to inquire function value
of all the constraints and project the solution to the complicated feasible set. In
this paper, to solve the nonconvex problem with a large number of white/blackbox constraints, we proposed a doubly stochastic zeroth-order gradient method
(DSZOG). Specifically, we reformulate the problem by using the penalty method
with distribution probability and sample a mini-batch of constraints to calculate the
stochastic zeroth/first-order gradient of the penalty function to update the parameters and distribution, alternately. To further speed up our method, we propose an
accelerated doubly stochastic zeroth-order gradient method (ADSZOG) by using
the exponential moving average method and adaptive stepsize. Theoretically, we
prove DSZOG and ADSZOG can converge to the -stationary point of the constrained problem. We also compare the performances of our method with several
ZO methods in two applications, and the experimental results demonstrate the
superiority of our method in terms of training time and accuracy.

1

I NTRODUCTION

Zeroth-order (gradient-free) method has been shown to be a powerful method for solving the optimization problem where explicit expression of the gradients are difficult or infeasible to obtain, such
as bandit feedback analysis Agarwal et al. (2010), reinforcement learning Choromanski et al. (2018),
and adversarial attacks on black-box deep neural networks Chen et al. (2017); Liu et al. (2018a).
Zeroth-order (ZO) methods only use the function values to approximate the full gradient or stochastic
gradient, and then the gradient descent can be used. Due to the friendly of approximating the gradient
and scalability to large scale problems, more and more zeroth-order gradient algorithms have been
proposed and achieved great success, such as Ghadimi & Lan (2013); Wang et al. (2018); Gu et al.
(2016); Liu et al. (2018a); Huang et al. (2020a).
Recently, constrained optimizations have become increasingly relevant to the machine learning
community. Due to several motivating applications, the study of the zeroth-order methods in
constrained optimization has gained great attention. Specifically, ZOSCGDBalasubramanian &
Ghadimi (2018) uses the zeroth-order method to approximate the unbiased stochastic gradient of
the objective, and then use the Frank-Wolfe framework to update the model parameters. Based on
ZOSCGD, Gao & Huang (2020) use the variance reduction technique Fang et al. (2018); Nguyen et al.
(2017) to obtain a better convergence performance. In addition, Huang et al. (2020b) use the variance
reduction technique and momentum acceleration technique to further speed up the ZO Frank-Wolfe
method. ZOSPGD Liu et al. (2018b) uses the ZO method to update the parameters and then projects
the solution onto the feasible subset. ZOADAMM+ Liu et al. (2020) uses the adaptive momentum
method to accelerate the ZOSPGD. We have summarized several representative zeroth-order methods
for constrained optimization in Table 1.
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Table 1: Representative zeroth order methods for constrained optimization problems, where N/C
means nonconvex/convex, W/B means white/black-box function, and the last column shows the size
of the constraints.
Framework

Algorthm

Reference

ZOSCGD

Balasubramanian & Ghadimi (2018)

FZFW
Frank-Wolfe FZCGS
FCGS
Acc-SZOFW
Acc-SZOFW*
Projected

Penalty

Objective Constraints Size
C
N/C
Small
W

Gao & Huang (2020)

N/C

Huang et al. (2020b)

N/C

ZOPSGD

Liu et al. (2018b)

N/C

ZOADAMM+

Liu et al. (2020)

N/C

Ours

N/C

DSZOG
ADSZOG

C
W
C
W
C
W
C
W
N/C
W/B

Small
Small
Small
Small
Large

However, all these methods only focus on the simple constrained problem and are not scalable for
the problems with a large number of constraints. Specifically, on the one hand, they all need to
evaluate the values of all the constraints in each iteration. On the other hand, the projected gradient
methods and the Frank-Wolfe methods need to solve a subproblem in each iteration. These makes
the existing methods time-consuming to find a point satisfying all the constraints. What’s worse, all
these methods need the constraints to be convex white-box functions. However, in many real-world
applications, the constraints could be nonconvex or black-box functions, which makes the existing
method extremely inefficient or even not working. Therefore, how to effectively solve the nonconvex
constrained problem with a large number of nonconvex/convex white/black-box constraints, which is
denoted as heavily constrained problem, by using the ZO method is still an open problem.
In this paper, to solve the heavily constrained nonconvex optimization effectively and efficiently, we
propose two new ZO algorithms called doubly stochastic zeroth-order gradient method (DSZOG)
and accelerated doubly stochastic zeroth-order gradient method (ADSZOG). Specifically, we give
a probability distribution over all the constraints and rewrite the original problem as a nonconvexstrongly-concave minimax problem Lin et al. (2020); Wang et al. (2020); Huang et al. (2020a); Guo
et al. (2021) with respect to the model parameter and probability distribution by using the penalty
method. We first sample a mini-batch of training points uniformly and a mini-batch of constraints
according to the distribution to calculate the zeroth-order gradient of the penalty function w.r.t
model parameters and then sample a mini-batch of constraints uniformly to calculate the stochastic
gradient of penalty function w.r.t the probability distribution. Then, gradient descent and projected
gradient ascent can be used to update model parameters and probability distribution. In addition,
to further speed up training, we propose a new accelerated doubly stochastic zeroth-order gradient
method by using the exponential moving average (EMA) method and adaptive stepsize Guo et al.
(2021); Huang et al. (2020a), which benefits our method from the variance reduction and adaptive
convergence. Theoretically, we prove DSZOG and ADSZOG can converge to the -stationary point
of the constrained problem. We also compare the performances of our method with several ZO
methods in two applications, and the experimental results demonstrate the superiority of our method
in terms of training time and accuracy.
Contributions. We summarized the main contributions of this paper as follows:
1. We propose a doubly stochastic zeroth-order gradient method to solve the heavily constrained
nonconvex problem. By introducing a stochastic layer into the constraints, our method is
scalable and efficient for the heavily constrained nonconvex problem.
2. We also proposed an accelerated doubly stochastic zeroth-order gradient method to solve the
heavily constrained nonconvex problem. By using the exponential moving average method
and adaptive stepsize, it enjoys the benefits of variance reduction and adaptive convergence.
3. We prove DSZOG and ADSZOG can converge to the -stationary point of the constrained
problem. Experimental results also demonstrate the superiority of our methods in terms of
accuracy and training time.
2
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2

P ROPOSED M ETHOD

2.1

P ROBLEM S ETTING

In this paper, we consider the following nonconvex constrained problem,
n

min f0 (w) :=
w

1X
`i (w) s.t. fj (w) ≤ 0, j = 1, · · · , m,
n i=1

(1)

where w ∈ Rd is the optimization variable, {`i (w)}ni=1 are n component functions. In addition, f0 :
Rd 7→ R is a nonconvex and black-box function. fj : Rd 7→ R, (j = 1, · · · , m), is nonconvex/convex
and white/black-box function. Such a problem is denoted as heavily constrained problem Cotter et al.
(2016).
2.2

R EFORMULATE THE CONSTRAINED PROBLEM

To solve the constrained problem, the penalty method is one of the main approaches. Following this
method, we reformulate the constrained optimization problem as the following minimax problem
over a probability distribution Clarkson et al. (2012); Cotter et al. (2016)
min maxm L(w, p) =f0 (w) + βϕ(w, p) −
w p∈∆

λ
kpk22
2

(2)

Pm
2
where β > 0, λ > 0, ϕ(w, p) =
j=1 pj φj (w), φj (w) = (max{fj (w), 0}) is the penalty
P
d
m
function on fj , ∆ := {p| j=1 pj = 1, 0 ≤ pj ≤ 1, ∀j ∈ [d]} is the m-dimensional simplex
and p = [p1 , · · · , pm ] ∈ ∆m . Note different the formulation in Clarkson et al. (2012); Cotter et al.
1
(2016), there is an additional term − kpk22 which is used to ensure L to be strongly concave on p.
2
2.3

D OUBLY ZEROTH - ORDER STOCHASTIC GRADIENT METHOD

Since we can only obtain the values of the objective and constraints, we use the zeroth-order gradient
method to solve this minimax problem 2. Obviously, calculating the zeroth-order gradient of L needs
to inquire the function values of all the constraints and `i , which has a very high time complexity if
m and n are very large.
To solve this problem, we use the stochasticP
manner. Specifically, since the
Pmminimax problem 2
n
contains two finite sums, i.e., f0 (w) = 1/n i=1 `i (w) and ϕ(w, p) = j=1 pj φj (w), we can
calculate their stochastic zeroth-order gradient, respectively, and then obtain the stochastic zerothorder gradient of L w.r.t. w. We first calculate the stochastic zeroth-order gradient of f0 and ϕ(w, p)
as follows,
Gfµ (wt , `i , u) =

`i (wt + µu) − `i (wt )
u,
µ

Gϕ
µ (wt , p, fj , u) =

φj (wt + µu) − φj (wt )
u,
µ

by sampling a `i uniformly, and a fj according to p, where µ > 0 and u ∼ N (0, 1d ). Note here
we sample the constraint according to the distribution p, which makes our method can find the
most-violated constraint in each iteration Cotter et al. (2016). Then, combining these two terms, we
can obtain the stochastic zeroth-order gradient of L w.r.t. w as follows,
f
ϕ
GL
µ (wt , pt , `i , fj , u) = Gµ (wt , `i , u) + βGµ (wt , pt , fj , u).

To reduce the variance, we can sample a batch of `i , fj and uk to calculate the zeroth-order gradient.
Given q > 0, M1 ⊆ [n] and M2 ∼ p ⊆ [m], we have
GL
µ (wt , pt , `M1 , fM2 , u[q] ) =

q
q
X X
X X
1
β
Gfµ (wt , `i , uk ) +
Gϕ
µ (wt , pt , fj , uk )
q|M1 |
q|M2 |
i∈M1 k=1

j∈M2 k=1

Then, we can use wt+1 = wt − ηw GL
µ (wt , pt , `M1 , fM2 , u[q] ) to update w.
3
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Then, we also use stochastic gradient to update the distribution p. In each iteration, we randomly
sample a constraint fj (w) to calculate the stochastic gradient of L w.r.t. p by using
H(wt , pt , fj ) = βmej φj (wt ) − λpt ,
where ej is the jth m-dimensional standard unit basis vector. We can also use the mini-batch method
here to reduce variance. Assume we have the randomly sampled index set M3 ⊆ [m], the mini-batch
gradient of L w.r.t p becomes
βm X
H(wt , pt , fM3 ) =
ej φj (wt ) − λpt ,
|M3 |
j∈M3

Then we can perform gradient ascent by using the rule pt+1 = Proj∆m (pt + ηp H(wt , pt , fM3 )) to
update p. Note that the projection onto ∆m can be easily calculated.
The whole algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Doubly stochastic zeroth-order gradient method (DSZOG).
1
Input: T , |M1 |, |M2 |, |M3 |, ηw
, ηp1 , β ≥ 1, q, µ, λ = 1e − 8.
Output: wT .
1: Initialize w1 .
2: Initialize p1 = p∗ (w1 ) by solving the strongly concave problem.
3: for t = 0, · · · , T do
4:
Randomly sample u1 , · · · , uq ∼ N (0, 1d ).
5:
Randomly sample a index set M1 ⊆ [n] of `i .
6:
Sample a constraint index set M2 ∼ p ⊆ [m].
7:
Randomly sample a constraint index set M3 ⊆ [m].
Pq
1 P
8:
Calculate
GL
=
Gfµ (wt , `i , uk )
µ (wt , pt , `M1 , fM2 , u[q] )
q|M1 | i∈M1 k=1
Pq
1 P
Gϕ
µ (wt , pt , fj , uk ).
q|M2 | j∈M2 k=1
βm P
9:
Calculate H(wt , pt , fM3 ) =
ej φj (wt ) − λpt .
|M3 | j∈M3
L
10:
wt+1 = wt − ηw Gµ (wt , pt , `M1 , fM2 , u[q] ).
11:
pt+1 = Proj∆m (pt + ηp H(wt , pt , fM3 ).
12: end for

2.4

+

ACCELERATED WITH MOMENTUM AND VARIANCE REDUCTION

To further speed up our method, we modify Algorithm 1 by using exponential moving average (EMA)
method Wang et al. (2017); Liu et al. (2020); Cutkosky & Mehta (2020); Guo et al. (2021) and
adaptive stepsize. The new algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2.
We first use the following exponential moving average (EMA) method on the zeroth-order and
first-order gradient to smooth out short-term fluctuations, highlight longer-term trends and reduce the
variance of stochastic gradient Wang et al. (2017); Guo et al. (2021)
t+1
t
t+1
zw
=(1 − b)zw
+ bGL
= (1 − b)zpt + bH(wt+1 , pt+1 , fM3 ),
µ (wt+1 , pt+1 , `M1 , fM2 , u[q] ), zp
1
1
where 0 < b < 1, zw
= GL
µ (w1 , p1 , `M1 , fM2 , u[q] ) and zp = H(w1 , p1 , fM3 ). Here,
H(wt+1 , pt+1 , fM3 ) is calculated on the intermediate point pt+1 = (1 − a)pt + ap̂t+1 , which is
widely used in Nesterov’s momentum method, where 0 < a < 1 and p̂t+1 is the solution of the
distribution after updating and projecting onto the ∆m .

Another modification
q is the use of adaptive stepsizes of updating w and p which are proportional to
p
t
1/ kzw k2 and 1/ kzpt k2 Liu et al. (2020); Guo et al. (2021). Therefore, the update rules become
wt+1 = wt − ηw p

t
zw
t k
kzw
2

and p̂t+1 = Proj∆m (pt + ηp q

zpt

).

kzpt k2

These two key components of our method, i.e., extrapolation moving average and adaptive stepsize
from the root norm of the momentum estimate, make our method enjoy two noticeable benefits:
variance reduction of momentum estimate and adaptive convergence.
4
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Algorithm 2 Accelerated doubly stochastic zeroth-order gradient (ADSZOG).
Input: T , |M1 |, |M2 |, |M3 |, β ≥ 1, q, µ, λ = 1e − 6, b ∈ (0, 1), a ∈ (0, 1), ηw and ηp .
Output: wT .
1: Initialize w1 .
2: Initialize p1 = p∗ (w1 ) by solving the strongly concave problem.
1
1
3: Initialize zw
= GL
µ (w1 , p1 , `M1 , fM2 , u[q] ) and zp = H(w1 , p1 , fM3 ).
4: for t = 1, · · · , T do
zt
5:
wt+1 = wt − ηw p wt
.
kzw k2
zpt
6:
p̂t+1 = Proj∆m (pt + ηp p t ).
kzp k2
7:
pt+1 = (1 − a)pt + ap̂t+1 .
8:
Randomly sample u1 , · · · , uq ∼ N (0, 1d ).
9:
Randomly sample a index set M1 ⊆ [n] of `i .
10:
Sample a constraint index set M2 ∼ pt+1 ⊆ [m].
11:
Randomly sample a constraint index set M3 .
Pq
1 P
12:
Calculate GL
=
Gfµ (wt+1 , `i , uk ) +
µ (wt+1 , pt+1 , `M1 , fM2 , u[q] )
q|M1 | i∈M1 k=1
Pq
1 P
Gϕ
µ (wt+1 , pt+1 , fj , uk ).
q|M2 | j∈M2 k=1
βm P
13:
Calculate H(wt+1 , pt+1 , fM3 ) =
ej φj (wt+1 ) − λpt+1 .
|M3 | j∈M3
t+1
t
L
14:
zw = (1 − b)zw + bGµ (wt+1 , pt+1 , `M1 , fM2 , u[q] ).
15:
zpt+1 = (1 − b)zpt + bH(wt+1 , pt+1 , fM3 ).
16: end for

3

C ONVERGENCE A NALYSIS

In this section, we discuss the convergence performance of our methods. The detailed proofs are
given in the appendix.
3.1

S TATIONARY POINT

In this subsection, we first give the assumption about L which is also used in Wang et al. (2020);
Huang et al. (2020a) and then give the definitions of the stationary point.
Assumption 1 The objective function L(w, p) has the following properties:
1. L(w, p) is continuously differentiable in w and p. L(w, p) is nonconvex with respect to w,
and L(w, p) is τ -strongly concave with respect to p.
2. The function g(w) := maxp L(w, p) is lower bounded, and g(w) is Lg -Lipschitz continuous.
3. When viewed as a function in Rd+m , L(w, p) is L-gradient Lipschitz. That is there exists
constant L > 0 such that k∇L(w1 , p1 ) − ∇L(w2 , p2 )k2 ≤ Lk(w1 , p1 ) − (w2 , p2 )k2 and
let κ := L/τ and κ > 1.
For a general nonconvex constrained optimization problem, the stationary point Lin et al. (2019) is
defined as follows,
Definition 1 w∗ is said to be the stationary point of problem (1), if the following conditions holds,
m
X
∇w f0 (w∗ ) +
αj∗ ∇w fj (w∗ ) = 0, fj (w∗ ) ≤ 0, αj∗ fj (w∗ ) = 0, ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , m},
j=1
∗

where α = [α1 , · · · , αm ]t denotes the Lagrangian multiplier and αj ≥ 0, ∀i = 1, · · · , m.
However, it is hard to compute a solution that satisfies the above conditions exactly Lin et al. (2019).
Therefore, finding the following -stationary point Lin et al. (2019) is more practicable,
5
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Definition 2 (-stationary) w∗ is said to be the -stationary point of problem (1), if there exists a
vector α∗ ≥ 0, such that the following conditions hold,
k∇w f0 (w∗ ) +

m
X

αj∗ ∇w fj (w∗ )k22 ≤ 21 ,

j=1

m
m
X
X
(max{fj (w∗ ), 0})2 ≤ 22 ,
(αj fj (w∗ ))2 ≤ 23 .
j=1

j=1

Since we reformulate the constrained problem as a minimax problem, here we give the definition
of the approximation stationary point of the minimax problem and then show its relationship with
Definition 2. According to Wang et al. (2020), we have the following definition and proposition,
Definition 3 A point (w∗ , p∗ ) is called the -stationary point of problem minw maxp∈∆m L(w, p)
if it satisfies the conditions: k∇w L(w, p)k22 ≤ 2 and k∇p L(w, p)k22 ≤ 2 .
22 + 2mλ2
≤ 22 and (w∗ , p∗ ) is the -stationary point
β2
defined in Definition 3 of the problem minw maxp∈∆m L(w, α), then w∗ is the -stationary point
defined in Definition 2 of the constrained problem 1.
Proposition 1 If Assumption 1 holds,

As proposed in Wang et al. (2020), the minimax problem 2 is equivalent to the following minimization
problem:


min g(w) := maxm L(w, p) = L(w, p∗ (w))
(3)
w

p∈∆

where p∗ (w) = arg maxp L(w, p). Here, we give stationary point the minimization problem 3 and
its relationship with Definition 3 as follows,
Definition 4 We call w∗ an -stationary point of a differentiable function g(w), if k∇g(w∗ )k2 ≤ .
Proposition 2 Under Assumption 1, if a point w0 is an -stationary point in terms of Definition 4,
then an -stationary point w∗ , p∗ in terms of Definition 3 can be obtained.
Remark 1 According to Proposition 1 and Proposition 2, we have that once we find the -stationary
point in terms of Definition 4, then we can get the -stationary point in terms of Definition 2.
3.2

C ONVERGENCE R ATE OF THE DSZOG

Here, we present some assumptions used in our analysis, which are widely used in the convergence
analysis.
Assumption 2 For any w ∈ Rd , the following properties holds, E[GL
µ (w, p, `M1 , fM2 , u[q] )] =
∇w L(w, p), E[H(w, p, fM3 )]
=
∇p L(w, p), E[kGL
(w
1 , p1 , `M1 , fM2 , u[q] ) −
µ
∇w L(w1 , p1 )k2 ] ≤ σ12 and E[kH(w, p, fM3 ) − ∇w L(wt , pt )k2 ] ≤ σ22 .
Let Lµ (w, p) = Eu [L(w + µu, p)] and u ∼ N (0, 1d ). Following the theoretical analysis in Wang
et al. (2018), we have the following theorem,
Theorem 1 Under Assumptions 1 and 2, by setting ηw =

162 κ2 (κ

1
, ηp =
+ 1)2 (L + 1)

4×
1
2(g(w
)
−
g(w
))
σ12
0
T
+1
, µ := O(d−3/2 L−2 ), T > max{
,
} and p0 = p∗ (w0 ), our
2
2 2
2L
0.9325 ηw
16κηw
1 PT
algorithm DSZOG has g(w) = maxp∈P L(w, p), i.e.,
E[k∇w g(wt )k22 ] ≤ 2 .
T + 1 t=0
Remark 2 Based on Proposition 1 and 2, Theorem 1 shows that our method can finally converge to
the -stationary point of the constrained problem 1 at the rate of O(L5 /T ) by setting the learning
1
and κ = L/τ .
rate ηw =
2
2
4 × 16 κ (κ + 1)2 (L + 1)
6
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3.3

C ONVERGENCE R ATE OF THE ACCELERATED M ETHOD
q
p
t k are bounded as follows,
Similar to Guo et al. (2021), we assume 1/ kzpt k2 and 1/ kzw
2
1
1
≤ c1,u and c2,l ≤ q
≤ c2,u
Assumption 3 We have c1,l ≤ p
t k
kzw
2
kzpt k2
Then, following the framework in Guo et al. (2021); Wang et al. (2018); Huang et al. (2020a), we
have the following theorem,
Theorem 2 Under Assumptions 1, 2 and 3, if a ≤ 1, τ ≤ L ,p∗ (w1 ) = p1 , zp1 = H(wt , pt , fM3 ),
1
b2
τ b2
1
2
zw
= GL
≤ min{
, 2
,
}, ηw
≤
µ (wt , pt , `M1 , fM2 , u[q] ), ηp
3c2.l L τ a c2,l 32L2 a2 c2,l
τ 2 a2 ηp2 c22,l
c21,l
b2
τ 2 2
τ 2 b2

2
,
}
},
min{
,
,
,
µ
≤
,
b
≤
min{
4Lc41,u 4c21,u L2 128L2g L2 c1,u 128L4 c21,u
2σ12 64σ22 L2
L(d + 3)3/2
2(g(w1 ) − g(wT )) 2σ12 64σ22 L2
1 PT
and T ≥ max{
, 2 , 2 2 }, we have E[ t=1 k∇g(wt )k22 ] ≤ 2 .
2 ηw c1,l
 b  τ b
T
Remark 3 Based on Proposition 1 and 2, Theorem 2 shows that our method can finally converge to
the -stationary point of the constrained problem 1. More importantly, by choosing ηw ∝ O(1/L6 )
and b ∝ O(1/L6 ), our proposed ADSZOG has the convergence rate of O(L6 /T ). Obviously, the
convergence rate of ADSZOG is faster than DSZOG.

4
4.1

E XPERIMENTS
BASELINES

In this subsection, we summarized the baselines used in our experiments as follows,
1. ZOPSGDLiu et al. (2018b). In each iteration, ZOPSGD calculates the stochastic zerothorder gradient of f0 to update the parameters and then solve a constrained quadratic problem
to project the solution into the feasible set.
2. ZOSCGDBalasubramanian & Ghadimi (2018). In each iteration, ZOSCGD calculates the
stochastic zeroth-order gradient of f0 and then use the conditional gradient method to update
the parameters by solving a constrained linear problem.
Note that both ZOPSGD and ZOSCGD are designed for solving the constrained problem with whitebox constraints. However our methods can solve the problem with nonconvex/convex white/black-box
constraints. To compare the performance of our methods with ZOPSGD and ZOSCGD, we design
two problem with white-box constraints in the next subsection.
4.2

A PPLICATIONS

In this subsection, we give the introduction of the applications used in our experiments.
Classification with Pairwise Constraints We evaluate the performance of all the methods on the
binary classification with pairwise constraints learning problem. Given a set of training samples D =
{(xi , yi )}ni=1 , where xi ∈ Rd and yi ∈ {+1, −1}. In this task, we learn a linear model h(x, w) =
np
+
xT w to classify the dataset and ensure the any positive sample x+
:= {(xi , +1)}i=1
has
i ∈ D
nn
−
−
larger function value than the negative sample xj ∈ D := {(xj , +1)}i=1 , where np and nn
denotes the number of positive samples and negative samples, respectively. Then, we can formulate
this problem as follows,
n
1X
−
+
+ −
−
min
`(h(xi , w), yi ), s.t. h(x+
i , w) − h(xj , w) ≥ 0, ∀xi ∈ D xj ∈ D
w n
i=1
(v − u)2
where `(u, v) = c2 (1 − exp(−
)) is viewed as a black-box function. We summarized
c2
the datasets used in this application in Table 2. We randomly sample 1000 data samples from
7
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Table 2: Datasets used in classification with pairwise constraints (We give the approximate size of
constraints).
Data
w8a
a9a
gen
svmguide3

Dimension
300
123
50
22

Constriants
'8000
'40000
'60000
'40000

Table 3: Test accuracy (%) of all the methods in classification with pairwise constraints.
Data
a9a
w8a
gen
svmguide3

ADSZOG
75.90 ± 0.26
89.94 ± 0.28
82.33 ± 0.76
79.56 ± 0.49

DSZOG
75.37 ± 0.55
86.62 ± 0.93
82.11 ± 0.28
78.83 ± 0.90

ZOSCGD
75.35 ± 0.13
83.53 ± 0.58
66.33 ± 0.07
71.21 ± 0.57

ZOPSGD
75.37 ± 0.19
89.02 ± 0.97
66.83 ± 0.57
78.63 ± 0.26

the original datasets, and then divide all the datasets into 3 parts, i.e., 50% for training, 30% for
testing and 20% for validation. We fix the batch size of data sample at 128 for all the methods and
|M2 | = |M3 | = 128. The learning rates of all the methods are chosen from {0.01, 0.001, 0.0001}.
In our methods, the penalty parameter β is chosen from {0.1, 1, 10}, a and b are chosen from
{0.1, 0.5, 0.9} on the validation sets.
Classification with Fairness Constraints. In this problem, we consider the binary classification
problem with a large amount of fairness constraints Zafar et al. (2017). Given a set of training
samples D = {(xi , yi )}ni=1 , where xi ∈ Rd and yi ∈ {−1, +1}. In this task, we learn a linear
model h(x, w) = xT w. Assume that each sample has an associate sensitive feature vector z ∈ Rr .
We denote zij ∈ {0, 1} as the j-th sensitive feature of i-th sample. The classifier h cannot use the
protected characteristic z at decision time, as it will constitute an unfair treatment. A number of
metrics have been used to determine how fair a classifier is with respect to the sensitive features.
According to Zafar et al. (2017), the fair classification problems can be formulated as follows,
n

min
w

n

n

1X
1X
1X
`(h(xi , w), yi ) s.t.
(zij − z̄j )g(yi , xi ) ≤ c,
(zij − z̄j )g(yi , xi ) ≥ −c,
n i=1
n i=1
n i=1

where j = 1, · · · , r, `(u, v) denotes the loss functions, c is the covariance threshold which specifies
an upper bound on the covariance between the sensitive attributes z and the signed distance g(y, x).
We use the hinge loss `(u, v) = max{1 − uv, 0} in this experiment and we view it as a blackbox function.
 In addition, we use the following two functions to build the fairness constraints,

 min{0, 1 + y yh(x, w)}
2
g(y, x) =
. Since the datasets with multiple sensitive features are
1−y

 min{0,
h(x, w)}
2
difficult to find, we generate 4 datasets with 2000 samples in this task and summarize them in Table 4.
For each dataset, we randomly choose several features to be the sensitive features, and then separate
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Figure 1: Test accuracy against training time of all the methods in classification with pairwise
constraints (We stop the algorithms if the training time is more than 10000 seconds).
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Table 4: Datasets used in classification with fairness constraints.
Data Dimension Sensitive Features Constraints
D1
100
10
40
D2
200
20
80
D3
300
20
80
D4
400
20
80

Table 5: Test accuracy (%) of all the methods in classification with fairness constraints.
Data
D1
D2
D3
D4

ADSZOG
87.33 ± 0.38
84.75 ± 0.25
83.58 ± 0.14
64.91 ± 0.94

DSZOG
86.83 ± 0.52
84.02 ± 0.31
82.00 ± 0.05
64.50 ± 0.25

ZOSCGD
51.08 ± 0.57
69.70 ± 0.24
66.33 ± 0.30
52.16 ± 0.38

ZOPSGD
59.16 ± 0.37
68.00 ± 0.54
66.84 ± 0.57
55.25 ± 0.90

them into 3 parts, i.e., 50% for training, 30% for testing and 20% for validation. We fix the batch
size of data sample at 128 for all the methods and |M2 | = |M3 | = 10. The learning rates of all the
methods are chosen from {0.01, 0.001, 0.0001}. For our methods, the penalty parameter β is chosen
from {0.1, 1, 10}, a and b are chosen from {0.1, 0.5, 0.9} on the validation sets.
We run all the methods 10 times on a 3990x workstation.
4.3 R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
We present the results in Figures 1, 2 and Tables 3, 5. Note that for ZOSCGD and ZOPSGD, if the
training time is larger than 10000 seconds, the algorithms are stopped. From Tables 3 and 5, we can
find that our methods ADSZOG and DSZOG have the highest test accuracy in most cases in both
two applications. In addition, from Figures 1 and 2, we can find that our methods are faster than
ZOSCGD and ZOPSGD. This is because ZOSCGD and ZOPSGD need to solve a subproblem with
a large number of constraints in each iteration and the existing Python package cannot efficiently
deal with such a problem. What’s worse, ZOPSGD and ZOSCGD focus on solving the problem
with convex constraints while the constraints in the fairness problem are nonconvex. This makes
ZOPSGD and ZOSCGD cannot find the stationary point. However, by using the penalty framework,
our methods can still converge to the stationary point when the constraints are nonconvex. In addition,
by using a stochastic manner on the constraint, our method can efficiently deal with a large number
of convex/nonconvex constraints. In addition, we can also find that ADSZOG can converge faster
than DSZOG. This is because we use the exponential moving average in ADSZOG which makes it
benefits from variance reduction and momentum acceleration. All these results demonstrate that our
method is superior to ZOSCGD and ZOPSGD in the heavily constrained nonconvex problem.
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5 C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose two efficient ZO method to solve the heavily constrained nonconvex blackbox problem, i.e., DSZOG and ADSZOG. We also give the convergence analysis of our proposed
methods. The experimental results on two applications demonstrate the superiority of our method in
terms of accuracy and training time .
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Figure 2: Test accuracy against training time of all the methods in classification with fairness
constraints (We stop the algorithms if the training time is more than 10000 seconds).
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